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The POLITICAL AUTHORITIES are required to provide a conceptual change. A new public management model leads to an EFFICIENT state and a SUSTAINABLE state. An efficient state involves reducing public expenditure without prejudice to quality, quantity, and scope in the role of the state. A sustainable state is achieved through good management practices. Incorporation of dimensions involves social, economic, and environmental aspects, leading to increasing public revenue.
Actions that lead to **EFFICIENCY** and State **SUSTAINABILITY** are **COMPLEMENTARY**.
Towardas an **EFFICIENT ESTATE**

Incorporation of management technology

Financial Administration System

**Electronic Reverse Auction**

Enables savings of up to 10% on purchases and engagements

**Digital Salaries and Receipts**

Increased efficiency in staff management

**Tax Rules**

Management - Modernization - Legal Security - Predictability
Towards a **SUSTAINABLE STATE**

**GRI Sustainability Report**
- Kickstarting the change drive
- Proven performance reporting and measurement standards

**Good Management Practices**
- To give management a ***qualitative leap*** towards a more efficient performance

**Sustainable Development Goals** as Reference Framework for POLICY Design
Accountability to internal and external interest groups for the economic, social and environmental performance of the organization.
Good Management Practices

- Systematization of management approaches
- Risk map development
- Transparency Portal
- Electronic auctions
- Sustainability criteria in engagements
- Work environment surveys
- Training of public employees and educational completion
- Performance evaluation of public employees
- Modernization of accounting and financial regulations
- Modernization in tax regulations
- Admin. standards incorporation Financial
- Implementation of Quality Standards
- Round table with strategic players
- Citizen Budget
Sustainable Development Goals

They provide a framework of action for:
• Designing
  • Planning
    • Implementation
  • Evaluation OF PUBLIC POLICIES
Some success stories

Municipality of La Calera
- GRI Sustainability Reports
- Implementation of ISO Standards

Municipality of Unquillo
- GRI Sustainability Reports
- Adherent of United Nations Global Compact

Municipality of Embalse
- GRI Sustainability Reports
- Adherent of United Nations Global Compact

Municipality of Villa María
- GRI Sustainability Reports
- Implementation of ISO Standards

Judiciary - High Court of Justice
- GRI Sustainability Reports

Anti-Narcotics Police Force
- GRI Sustainability Reports
- Implementation of ISO Standards
Angel Mario Elettore

- Public Accountant
- Former Minister of Finance of the Province of Cordoba (2003 - 2015)
- Consultant and Advisor for Public and Private Agencies
- Graduate Professor of Tax Specialization at the National University of Cordoba
- Tenured Professor, Catholic University of Cordoba
- Associate Professor, National University of Cordoba
- National and international lecturer on transparency, sustainability and anti-corruption issues in organizations.
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